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We aim to create a unique advantage in the shape of a decentralized AI
governance framework, based on smart contracts and native public blockchain
technologies. 

FEDLER will be the first-ever AI ecosystem focusing on data access, compute
provision, and talent resources and providing open-source APIs to develop and
deploy community-driven, responsible, and ethical AI workflows across a
magnitude of devices and systems. 

Our goal is to develop the fastest public blockchain to comply with the
performance requirements of the AI ecosystem. 

FEDLER team is building an AI ecosystem with the native public blockchain;
harnessing the power of secure and fair proof-of-stake consensus mechanisms and
enabling people to create non-fungible AI assets. 

The purpose is to increase people's participation using native $FEDLER tokens to
trade and stake AI assets and to ensure on-chain consensus with decentralized
finance (DeFi) stakes. 

The game-changer idea we are promoting is the full ownership and
custody of everything that various stakeholders will have on the

decentralized AI network.

WELCOME TO FEDLER

FEDLER welcomes all AI-loving blockchain users to create, own, trade, earn and
use AI assets in a purely decentralized fashion. 

Our team is building a public blockchain-based decentralized AI ecosystem, where
data providers can publish data feeds, AI engineers can prepare and publish AI
pipelines, researchers can submit new AI workflows, startups and SMEs can
integrate the AI components in the dApps, compute providers can monetize
devices and systems, and validators can stake tokens.

We strive to create a blockchained AI Multiverse; a one-stop blockchain realm that
offers different AI and blockchain services, products, and programming APIs, as
well as in-app native economy with infinite possibilities. FEDLER team has
produced the system design overview and is developing the core features. The
minimum viable version will be available sooner for early-phase adopters. The
FEDLER foundation will introduce additional features and items in phases.
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CEO's MESSAGE

Decentralized AI is gaining momentum and I am excited to welcome you to
our new company, FEDLER. We have an exciting journey ahead of us and by
building on the strengths of our 50+ years of collective experience in
government, academia, industry, and several startups, FEDLER will contribute
to a sustainable green society and secure future by providing an advanced AI
aggregation platform using AI and Blockchain technologies. 
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Together, with the help of our community, we
will make the world a better place by
providing decentralized AI solutions that are
more environmentally sustainable and
inclusive with enhanced trust and scalability.
As a pioneer decentralized AI aggregator,
FEDLER has the scale and the strengths that
will enable us to create technologies and
solutions to better respond to today’s rapidly
changing market conditions to meet our
community’s increasingly sophisticated needs
whilst we define the future of AI together. 

Our company name is fully aligned with our strategy to provide
decentralization, native economy, shared intelligence, and scalability through
blockchained AI technologies. FEDLER – “The people-powered AI ecosystem”,  
is what we introduce ourselves as and it is what we are gaining competitive
advantage on. Our major goal is to serve 10,000 AI-driven and Web3-native
SMEs by the end of 2030, and we aim to target $1 Billion market cap by the
end of 2025. Thank you for reading this message about this new and exciting
ecosystem. I am really greatly looking forward to working with our
community and our partners to contribute to a sustainable society through
this new people-powered AI ecosystem.   

Habib Rehman
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Trustworthy Decentralized AI will revolutionize
industries, economies, and societies. 
Join the people-powered AI ecosystem and escape
the next AI winter.

R e s h a p i n g  A I  w i t h  P u b l i c  B l o c k c h a i n

PEOPLE-POWERED AI ECOSYSTEM

C O N T A C T

https://www.fedler.ai

London, UK

contact@fedler.ai

M A R K E T  V A L U E  C R E A T I O N

Target Markets

Problems

Solutions

Market Opportunity - AI for SMEs
Market Size - 2028

$997.77 Billion
Serviceable Obtainable Market - 2028
   $136.6 Billion

Small and Medium Sized Enterprises
AI Service Providers
Data Providers
Compute Providers

Limited Data Access
Pricy Compute Infrastructures
Lack of AI Workforce

Trusted Data Access
Collaborative Development
Open AI Ecosystem
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MISSION FEDLER

We are on a mission to empower the AI community to develop,
monetize, and operationalize their products using public
blockchain technologies. We aim to solve the data access,
compute scarcity, and talent-related problems to escape the
next AI winter and tap a trillion dollar market by 2030.

Web3-native dApps

Native Deflationary Economic Model

Marketplaces

Our programmable public blockchain
creates limitless opportunities for the
development and deployment of AI dApps

We are implementing various token burning
and holding strategies to maximise token

utility across the ecosystem

We provide various
marketplaces for AI NFTs,
data, compute, skills,
dApps, and more...

Small and Medium Enterprises
We target to serve 10,000 SMEs
by the end of the year 2030

People-Powered Ecosystem

Our ecosystem is open for everyone
to contribute in any capacity
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ECOSYSTEM SNAPSHOT

A native public blockchain for public and private
SMEs. The blockchain is built with Native proof
of stake capabilities, guaranteed transaction
finality within 2 seconds, high energy efficiency,
high scalability, support of geo-locked 1000s of
validators, EVM compatibility, on-chain tokens,
DEXs, and Web3 browser.

FedChain

Native Proof of Stake

@fedler

DISTRIBUTED DATA APIS DECENTRALIZED COMPUTE 

COLLABORATEFLEXIBLE DESIGN

Connect with various 
 data sources via
tested and highly
performant data
oracles and data
sources.

Integration with decentralized
cloud computing providers and

in-house, purpose-built compute
network

 Top global universities, world
class prolific researchers, and

R&D organizations

Highly decoupled,  cohesive,
and modular microservices 
 architecture.

Scalable

Robust

Highly Decentralized

Low Latency

High Throughput

Lightweight

Green, Sustainable

Resilient to 51% Attacks
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https://fedgen.ai 
World's first-ever social

marketplace for AI-
generated art is live for

community testing

ECOSYSTEM FUNCTIONS

Design Approach
Each hot re-loading widget and card is designed

as a complete micro-frontend which is securely

connected with Web3-native APIs and plugins.

Marketplaces

Dashboards

Explorers

Governance

Aggregated ecosystem health, price action

movements, token metrics, treasury and

floor price movement, and much more

FedChain's testnet and mainnet explorers,
validators network explorer, node Explorer,

data Utility Explorer

Data marketplaces, AI NFT assets
marketplaces, skills marketplaces, 
compute marketplaces

Foundation, investment DAO, governance DAO
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ECOSYSTEM FUNCTIONS

Launchpad

Builder Tools

Deployer Tools

Ambassador
Program

Click-and-configure no-code development 
tools for frictionless decentralized AI
workflows

Clean and simple interface to deploy and
monitor decentralized AI applications.

A 5-star aggregated accelerator to convert ideas
into products and from runways to scaleups

 Purpose-driven and quality-focused ambassadors
program to congregate content creators, influencers,

social media communities, and general audiences.

Education
Detailed-oriented state-of-the-art learning
development program to educate developers,
communities, general audience, and all types of
stakeholders.
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AI MARKET ANALYSIS

AI is poised to revolutionize industries,
societies, economies, and personal lives.
FEDLER is on a mission to serve 10,000
SMEs by the end of 2030. The targeted
SMEs will be serving highly sought-after
industry verticals such as healthcare,
industry 4.0, large-scale sensing systems,
smart cities, and metaverse economies, to
name a few. The SMEs are projected to
contribute with average monthly revenue
of $5,000, totalling $50,000,000 and
accumulating to annual revenue of $1.2
Billion. Most of the income will be
generated from in-app economies,
personal and enterprise data
commercialization, tokenization of AI
assets as NFTs, monetization of AI skills,
and compute resource aggregation. In
addition, on-chain activities, partnerships,
incubations, investments, commissions,
and grants are alternate sources.

997.77
Billion

Total Addressable
Market (TAM)

136.6
Billion

Serviceable Obtainable
Market (SOM)

Software 
42.3%

Services
33.6%

Hardware
24.1%

2020 AI Expenses Worldwide

13%
2028 AI Market Size
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Source: statista.com

Statista forecasts that the revenue
generated from the direct and indirect
application of AI is estimated to grow
from $34 billion in 2021 to $126 billion
by 2025. This represents a significant
growth curve for the 9-year period.
Moreover, considering recent surveys and
market analysis reports that predict the
AI economy has the potential to grow to
15.7 trillion dollars by the end of 2030,
reaching $1.2 Billion in annual revenue
will be possible by actively involving all
stakeholders in the ecosystem.

Building on the capabilities of our
existing product, which is running in two
large hospital networks in London, 
 FEDLER will mainly target the SMEs
solving the real-world pressing problems
using data-intensive and highly
collaborative, cross-jurisdiction, cross-
institutional AI teams. The ecosystem will
attract various stakeholders, from
governments to AI developers and
operators to AI users and the general
public, amassing consistent growth and
on-chain activities. 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/607716/worldwide-artificial-intelligence-market-revenues/


PROBLEMS

Most of the SMEs are
unable to access
relevant datasets due to
privacy and financial
burdens. 

LIMITED DATA ACCESS

SMEs struggle with
unified pricing models
of vendor-locked
compute infrastructures.

PRICY COMPUTE
INFRASTRUCTURES

SMEs cannot afford to
build and retain highly
proficient AI teams.

LACK OF AI WORKFORCE

How come I can compete without
data-driven applications?

Oh again! What should I do as
this compute vendor is eating
my operational expenses?

I am still struggling to find good
AI talent; will my business fail if
we do not develop these AI
pipelines?
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SOLUTIONS

OPEN AI ECOSYSTEM

AI teams use open
workflow management
system to train and deploy
Web3-native AI dApps.

TRUSTED DATA ACCESS

Data Providers delegate
on-chain data access and
receive $FEDLER rewards.

COLLABORATIVE
DEVELOPMENT

SMEs, AI teams, and
compute providers
collaborate and trace
using public blockchain.

I think she is unaware of FEDLER's
password-less and cost-effective

on-chain data access!

I am happy and I am not vendor
locked because I am using FEDLER's  
on-chain compute aggregator!

Thanks to FEDLER, we
can monetize our skills

and AI artefacts!
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05    ADVANCED PROTECTION

We have a super pro team of
world-class AI experts and
crypto gurus.

Use advanced homomorphic encryption and differential privacy
models across the ecosystem.

03    DECENTRALIZED

KEY SERVICE POINTS

Use smart contracts and write
consensus-driven compute
plans for transparent and
collaborative execution
across the networks.
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01   ANY PLATFORM

Deploy your AI workflows on
any platform, be it an IoT
device, a cloud data centre,
any other device or system.

02    TOOL-AGNOSTIC

Run any of your AI pipelines
from online clustering
algorithms to search queries to
deep learning models to
explainable and adversarial AI.

04    CERTIFIED TEAM



TARGET USERS
FEDLER platform users include data providers, compute
providers, AI service providers, AI-enabled SMEs, Web3 native
dApp developers, traders, investors, researchers, and many more...
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AI SERVICE PROVIDERS

Capitalize on massively
decentralized AI platforms

DATA PROVIDERS

Enable privacy preserving,
passwordless,  and
traceable data access

COMPUTE PROVIDERS

Empower people and
businesses to monetize

their compute resources

SMALL AND MEDIUM SIZED ENTERPRISES

Optimize the business operations using
cost-effective decentralized AI services



Fair and Secure
Staking

Utility Token for
staking, trading, and
consensus

AI Assets as
NFTs

Native
Economic
Model

Energy-efficient,
Proof-of-Stake

Blockchain 

90% Compute
Lending Fees

Deflationary
Tokenomics

WHAT DIFFERENTIATES FEDLER?

FEDLER aims to create an AI multiverse using a
people-powered AI ecosystem to create value for
society at large and the FEDLER community in
particular. We will develop and deliver an open and
entirely public blockchain-based decentralized AI
platform for all types of AI stakeholders. 
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The core value innovations of our ecosystem is being added at various forefronts

FEDLER is creating an open-source API and plug-ins to enable search,
optimization, learning, and autonomous computing capabilities.

Artificial Intelligence

1

FEDLER is solving the data-access problem by enabling standard data
management processes and by providing secure data channels for AI pipelines.

Distributed Data API

2

3

Homomorphic Encryption

FEDLER is harnessing public blockchain components to enable
multilateral distributed trust mechanisms for all stakeholders.

Decentralization

4

FEDLER is enabling distributed and secure execution of AI processes
without revealing the actual content of interacting components.

Data-Centric
FEDLER users will be able to capture data properties, maintain adequate
data distributions, and ensure quality data feeds across AI pipelines.5

Differential Privacy
FEDLER is using local and global differential privacy models to preserve the
privacy of all stakeholders and AI contributors .6

7

8

9

10

FEDLER is augmenting AI processes with innate decision makers to
transparency and interpretability across AI pipelines.

Explainable

FEDLER is aggregating virtualized compute resources for secure
process execution across various compute devices, and systems. 

Compute Network

Bias-Aware
FEDLER is creating AI metering processes to ensure minimum bias
across the populations, samples, devices, and systems.

Native Economy
FEDLER is developing marketplaces for data, compute, and AI resources to use,
stake, earn, and trade AI assets across the FEDLER ecosystem.

VALUE INNOVATIONS



Transactions
Fees (5%)
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Validation
Commission (5%)

Start-ups  Profit
Sharing (40%)

Compute Lending
Fees (10%)

Data Labelling 
and Annotation 
Commission (5%)

Compute
Synchronization

Fees (15%)

Trading/DeFi
Fees (5%)

Marketplaces and
Listing Fees (5%)

Data Monetization
Fees (10%)

BUSINESS REVENUE MODEL

*Estimated Revenue Streams - subject to change



TOKEN UTILITY

Ecosystem GovernanceStaking and Delegation
for On-chain Validation

Monetization, Data
Access, and Trading

AI-enabled Web3-
native dApps

Compute Monetization AI Skills Tokenization

DeFi Protocols

AI Assets/NFTs
marketplaces (fedgen.ai)

01

02

03

04

08

07

06

05
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Trade AI Assets:
FEDLER can be used to trade AI assets, in-dApp
AI pipelines, and AI NFTs.

Compute Monetization:
FEDLER community can provide the compute
resources to empower AI pipelines. Compute
providers can bring and plug-in any compute
infrastructure whether it is a small-scale IoT
device, a desktop PC, a high-end GPU system, or
a cloud data center. The compute resources will
be metered according to their usage and
availability and a fair stake will be distributed to
all participants in the computing network. 

Data Economy: 
The data providers on the network can
provide secure access to their data and get
rewarded as per its usage. 

Staking Rewards:
FEDLER tokens can be used in the system to
earn staking rewards. It is designed to
encourage users to hold tokens and support
the ecosystem.
Governance:
Token holders are allowed to participate in the
decentralized governance process that decides
on the use of revenues, platform development,
and growth of the metaverse.

AI workforce: 
FEDLER token will be used to hire and pay AI
workforce (such as data scientists, data engineers,
ML engineers, MLOPs engineers, privacy and
security researchers, data annotators, domain
experts, etc. ) in the people-powered AI ecosystem. 

Rental: 
In addition to permanent purchases, Compute
Providers will be able to generate long-term
and short terms rental contracts of AI assets,
data feeds, and compute resources. 

Although FEDLER unlocks unlimited opportunities for token utilization, a few example utilities are: 



BENEFITS OF HOLDING
$FEDLER TOKENS
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10
The on-chain native economy creates unlimited
opportunities for various stakeholders to use
$FEDLER tokens.

Earn

Delegate

Stake

Trade

Invest

Mint

Own

Participate

Build

Educate

Stake $FEDLER tokens to support the blockchain, and earn rewards, 

provide liquidity, and vote on FEDLER improvement proposals (FIPs)

Delegate $FEDLER tokens to various node providers and earn

commissions from validators and on-chain transaction fees

Unlimited earning opportunities by providing compute resources,

data streams, AI tools and technologies, and talent via blockchain 

Mint AI assets (such as models, data, dApps, etc.) as NFTs to create

your collections, audiences, and customers with $FEDLER tokens

The ecosystem is enabling various investment opportunities for

investors to rent, lend, and monetize AI resources via blockchain

Trade $FEDLER tokens and AI NFT assets across various centralized

and decentralized exchanges and make profits

$FEDLER holders can access various dApp development features to

build their own AI pipelines or join other builders in the ecosystem

Token holders can participate in governance, community building,

investment decisions, and voting on various proposals

FEDLER Foundation will offer an aggressive token burning program

(our secret sauce) for shared ownership of the ecosystem

Ecosystem ambassadors, community builders, educators, market

analysts, and social media influencers will earn $FEDLER rewards



Floor Price ($FEDLER) = $Reserves in Treasury / (220,000,000 - Burned Supply)

TOKENOMICS
Tokenomics + Deflationary Measures

Note: TOKENOMICS SUBJECT TO CHANGE

FEDLER plans to burn 50% of its token supply and then wait for a cliff period
(this period will be decided by FEDLER community once at least 25% of network
tokens are burned). The main burn activities will be transactions on the
network, voluntary burns, token burning events, project investment
percentages, trade commissions, percentage of network fees, and many more.

Key Deflationary Measures

FEDLER will implement a rising floor protocol, where a world-class fund
management team vests profit from strategic investments into a Backing
Treasury, thereby increasing FEDLER's Floor Price. The on-chain smart contracts
will automatically buy and burn all FEDLER tokens below the floor price. 

Rising Floor Protocol
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Seed Round  
2.5% at TGE, 04 Month Cliff

Daily Linear Vesting for 18 Months 

Public Sale Round 
14% at TGE, 

Daily Linear Vesting for 05 Months 

Strategic Round
5% at TGE, 02 Month Cliff

Daily Linear Vesting for 14 Months 

Ecosystem Fund
1% unlocked one week after TGE

Daily Linear Vesting for 36 Months 

BD & Marketing
0% at TGE, 02 Month Cliff

Daily Linear Vesting for 18 Months 

Partnerships
0% at TGE, 09 Month Cliff

Daily Linear Vesting for 30 Months 

Initial Validators
0% at TGE, 01 Month Cliff

Daily Linear Vesting for 18 Months 

Advisors
0% at TGE, 06 Month Cliff

Daily Linear Vesting for 24 Months 

Team
0% at TGE, 12 Month Cliff

Daily Linear Vesting for 30 Months 

LOCKING AND VESTING SCHEDULE
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Private Sale Round
7% at TGE, 01 Month Cliff

Daily Linear Vesting for 12 Months 



FEDGEN.AI - FIRST USE CASE
We plan to release world's first-ever social marketplace for AI-generated Art

Generate AI Art

Publish AI Art 

Build Audience

Monetize / Sell AI Art Step 4

3

2

4

1

Stable Diffusion

Collections

 Twitter

ChatGPTDALL-E

Mid Journey

Adobe
FireFly

ImagN

Drafts On-demand
print OpenSeaNFTs Rareable

Discord
Telegram

FacebookInstagram

DonationsSalePrompt
Monetization

Auctioning

Users can generate AI Art using State-of-the-Art AI Models and APIs

Users can Publish their AI Art

Socialize

Monetize and Sell AI Art
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ROADMAP

Ideation of FEDLER
Feasibility and Market Analysis 
Formation of the Project FEDLER Team

Start of Website Development 
Release of Lightpaper

Contract Audit – Onboarding partners
Community Development

Testnet Launch 
First MVP Beta Launch (Fedgen.ai) 

Q1, 2022

Q2, 2022

Q4, 2022

Q3, 2022

MVP Launch 
Wallet integration
DEX Integration
Testnet

Q1, 2023

Mainnet Role-out 
Staking and Rewards
Seed / Private Sale 

Q2, 2023

2022
YEAR

 
 

 
 

 
 

2023
YEAR
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Public Sale
Design and Development of Data APIs 
Data Navigators and Marketplaces 
Oracle Integration

First dApp 
Exchange listing
Compute Network Integration

Validators Onboarding 
First Hackathon

Compute Navigators and Marketplaces 
Oracle Integration

Q3, 2023

Q4, 2023

Q2, 2024

Q1, 2024

Second Hackathon  
Full Ecosystem 

Q3, 2024

11

Partnerships and more...

Q4, 2024

 
 

 
 

2024
YEAR
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Habib
Rehman

Dr. Habib Rehman is a Research Fellow at King's College London,
where he has implemented systems to allow the distributed
training of AI models in collaboration with the industry. He also has
developed his research interest in trust models for decentralized
and trustworthy AI applications for cyber-physical systems during
his past years spent in the UK and UAE. Habib is active in the fields
of blockchain, AI, and edge computing. In the last 13 years, Habib
served in various academic and industrial positions in 4 different
countries in Europe, Middle East, South Asia, and Far East Asia.

Walter 
Pinaya

Dr. Walter H. L. Pinaya is a Research Fellow at King's College
London, with a background in computer science and information
engineering. Walter has ten years of experience working on
artificial intelligence and deep neural networks applied to medical
data. In these past years, Walter has been working on designing
and deploying AI-powered medical applications and pipelines to
clinical practice.

CEO & Co-Founder

CTO & Co-Founder

TEAM
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Jorge
Cardoso

Advisor & Co-Founder

Dr. M. Jorge Cardoso is a Reader in Artificial Medical Intelligence at
King’s College London, where he leads a research portfolio on big
data analytics, quantitative radiology, and value-based healthcare.
Jorge is the CTO of the London Medical Imaging and AI Centre for
Value-based Healthcare. He has more than 12 years of expertise in
AI and is a founder of BrainMiner and Elaitra, two Medtech startups
aiming to improve neurological care and breast cancer diagnosis.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mhrehman1/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/walter-lopez-pinaya/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mjorgecardoso/


Zubair
Khan

CFO

Zubair Khan is a Fellow of the Association of Chartered Certified
Accountants (FCCA), an accountant with a keen interest in
blockchain technologies. Previously, he had been an auditor and
he has worked for 3 of the big 4 audit firms where he audited
BP, GSK, MAN, Aberdeen Asset Management, Lloyds Banking
Group and quite a few Private Equity and Hedge Fund Managers.
He had also worked with National Audit Office (NAO) for a short
period of time where he had been part of teams that were
auditing HRMC and Ofgem.
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OUR PORTFOLIO

PARTNERS:
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https://www.ku.ac.ae/
https://wellcome.org/
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/
https://www.kingshealthpartners.org/
https://www.siemens-healthineers.com/
https://www.nvidia.com/
https://www.ukri.org/councils/innovate-uk/
https://www.kch.nhs.uk/
https://answerdigital.com/
https://www.kcl.ac.uk/
https://www.daad.de/
https://www.um.edu.my/
https://www.aicentre.co.uk/
https://www.sheeshafinance.io/
http://avax.network/


SOCIAL LINKS

You can find us on the platforms mentioned below:

www.twitter.com/AiFedler

www.t.me/fedlerofficial

www.discord.com/invite/XsNqR6ztmp

www.fedler.ai
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This material is provided by Fedler.ai for
informational purposes only and is not an
offer or a solicitation to buy or sell securities
or other financial products. 

LEGAL DISCLAIMER

To the extent permitted by the applicable
International Laws, regulations and rules and
those of the participants country of residence,
Fedler.ai shall not be liable for any losses that
are indirect or otherwise, that may be in
connection to the reliance of this Document.

02

Important Notice
This document is an important document that
should be read in its entirety. 

Past Performance
Past performance of the Fedler.ai team
should not be relied upon as indicative of
future performance.

Jurisdiction
Fedler.ai and its Product and Service Offering
will be regulated under International Law and
any applicable domestic law.

Guarantee
This Document does not afford any
guarantees or promises. All features
referenced to in this Document or related
documents are not guaranteed. This
Document does not guarantee that the
services mentioned will be released. If a
product is released there is no guarantee that
the product will resemble or abide by the
features listed in this document. This
document should not be relied upon as a
promise or representation of the future
projections of Fedler.ai.

Currency
Unless expressly stated, monetary amounts
are expressed in United States Dollars. 

Photographs and Diagrams
Diagrams and maps used in this Lightpaper
are for illustrative purposes only. All
information represented in the charts, graphs
and tables are based on information available
as of the listed date.

Distribution of Document
The distribution or dissemination of this
document, or any part or section thereof, is
prohibited without the consent of Fedler.ai.

No Advice
Information in this document is not legal,
financial, business and/or tax advice. Please
consult your legal, financial or business
professional for advice prior to participating in
the FEDLER ecosystem. Prior to the
participation in the FEDLER Ecosystem you
should carefully address the general risks
involved with blockchain technology.

Questions
If you have any questions about the project,
please contact us at:
info@fedler.ai

Blockchain
Blockchain technology presents many
inherent risks. Please ensure you are either
well informed in relation to blockchain
technology or have consulted a blockchain
advisor prior to participating in the FEDLER
Ecosystem.
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For more information visit our website
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